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It’s not the economy, stupid
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Western states are founded politically on the doctrine of popular sovereignty.

Economically, they depend on the dynamics of capitalist competition. This amalgamation of politics and economics is a
complex product of political developments since the seventeenth century. But is the combination a blueprint for success,
or a perilous recipe for domestic disharmony and international conflict? Much analysis over the past few centuries has
oscillated between these two extremes. Istvan Hont’s major new study argues for a retreat from either complacency or
hysteria. But as Hont acknowledges, a credible account of the trajectory of politics since the Enlightenment must still
explain both increasing commercial prosperity and repeated patterns of disintegration.

It is true that the shadow of political collapse falls bleakly over the achievements of twentieth-century economic growth.

But even two World Wars and countless civil wars did not succeed in returning us to a permanent dark age. This curious
combination of zealous hostility on the one hand and enduring moderation on the other forces us to examine the mixture
of materials out of which our political environment has been constructed, and to assess both the desirability and
robustness of that construction.

Jealousy of Trade is a collection of pioneering essays in the history of political and economic thought, focused on a period
extending from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. The volume opens with a long and comprehensive
introduction which, much like the essays themselves, covers an extraordinary array of figures from Thomas Hobbes, Hugo
Grotius, Samuel Pufendorf and Charles Davenant to David Hume, Adam Smith, Francois Quesnay and Friedrich List. At
the same time, Hont examines a wide range of arguments and issues in the history of modern thought, including
nationalism, socialism, republicanism, capitalism and globalization theory. However, the core thematic terms around
which he organizes his analysis are commercial sociability on the one hand, and political Machiavellianism on the other.

Commercial society, as anatomized by moral philosophers and political economists from Pufendorf and Smith to
Immanuel Kant, is founded on utilitarian reciprocity between human beings. Because of its utilitarian foundations,
commercial society falls short of the most uplifting forms of community and fellowship, but it is, they argued, an
inescapably reciprocal enterprise which results in comparative mutual benefit. Commercial societies may not be driven by
fraternal love, but neither are they vehicles for implacable antagonism.

Even so, a long tradition of political complaint extending from Francois Fenelon in the eighteenth century to Pierre-Joseph
Proudhon in the nineteenth has asserted that the reciprocally exploitative nature of commercial society promotes anti-



social malice, ultimately leading to crisis. But long before critics of commercial society like Proudhon came to compose
their moral strictures on the degrading and fractious character of modern commerce, a vigorous response to the
Fenelonian challenge had already been crafted by European political economists in the tradition of Hume and Smith.

For Hume and Smith, the sheer scale and character of civil and international conflict in the modern era could not be
explained simply in terms of the commercial rivalry that drove the societies and economies which they observed. 

The jealous alarm (or nationalism) which had besieged modern politics ought properly to be understood as a residue of
Machiavellian political morality on both the domestic and international fronts. Hont applies this diagnosis to European
politics since 1789: republican militancy at home and balance of power politics abroad have disfigured post-Revolutionary
political life far beyond the capacity of market morality for generating social antagonism. For all the selfish instrumentality
which characterizes the incentive to commercial advantage, the mere profit motive is not of its own accord a sufficient
cause of modern discord.

Hont presents his argument with an absorbing combination of scholarly erudition and analytical force. But his project
remains a deliberately historical one. 

Its aim is to rewrite the history of modern liberalism, beginning with its foundations.

In one sense this has been the basic ambition of the history of political thought since its recrudescence in the 1960s.
Beginning around the middle of that decade, a succession of intellectual historians including Duncan Forbes, 

J. G. A. Pocock, John Burrow, John Dunn and Quentin Skinner set about revising the pre- dominant historiographical and
philosophical assumptions which underpinned the inherited paradigms of modern political ideology. Jealousy of Trade is
intended as a revision of key components in the revisionist edifice.

In particular, Hont departs from the revisionist projects of Pocock and Skinner.

In opposition to them, he seeks neither to recover nor to renovate traditions of political thought occluded by the
subsequent triumph of liberalism. His purpose, instead, is to restore to the long history of liberalism its properly sceptical
foundations. He begins by debunking the liberal legend of the benign progress of modern liberty. At the same time, Hont
refuses to endorse the counter mythologies of Marxism and socialism. In striving to maintain this disabused perspective,
Jealousy of Trade provides an account of the development of modern political argument freed from the ideological
distortions bred by party-polemical zeal. Its ambition here is conspicuous, but so too is its intellectual energy and
imagination. It is a landmark contribution to its field.


